10 202 coverage), respectively. Hereafter, we refer to these as "F-plant noncoverage" and "E-plant 203 noncoverage", respectively.
204
Too shallow water depth causes unstable environments for freshwater animals, which may 205 result in low biodiversity [36, 37] . Japanese irrigation ponds have been maintained through the 206 periodic drainage and removal of bottom mud by farmers [30] . But recently the drainage and 207 mud dredging have tended to be less frequent than in the past, and sometimes ponds are 208 abandoned because of a decline in rice farming and farmers' aging [32] . These phenomena 209 usually induce ponds to become shallower and eventually vanish [38] . Thus, we also transformed 210 the depth of each pond into a shallowness index = (maximum depth among ponds) -(focal pond 211 depth).
212
The numbers of observed taxa may have been affected by variation in the number of dipnet 213 samples among ponds. However, normalization of the observed taxonomic richness by fitting 214 rarefaction curves [16] was not appropriate for our data, because choices of sampling points and 215 sampling numbers were both nonrandom; that is, they were designed to cover the existing habitat 216 diversity with a minimum sampling number in each pond. As an alternative to normalization, we 242 concrete bank, pond drainage, bluegill, red swamp crayfish, and bullfrog; we refer to these as 243 "real variables." The remaining two contraction groups were a small group "IBP-Ignition_loss" 244 consisting of IBP (fungicide) and ignition loss, and a large group containing the remaining 37 245 environmental variables. Each of these two groups was represented by its principal component 246 analysis (PCA) axes so that more than 65% of its total variance was explained by the PCA 12 248 group, its top four PCA axes (65.5% explained) were used (S2 Appendix 1). We refer to these 249 five representative variables as "pseudo variables." 
262
In each model, the response variables were described by a vector of length = ( 1 ,…, )
263
(the number of studied ponds), where is its value for the th pond. Explanatory = 21 264 variables were described by a set of vectors with , each of which was 1 ,…, 1 ≤ ≤ 14 265 denoted by . We assumed that follows the Poisson distribution,
266~P oisson( ) #(1) 267 with its mean described as 268
269 where is the intercept, is the intensity of the th explanatory variable at the th pond with 270 its regression coefficient , and is a pond-specific random effect. follows the normal 271 distribution with average 0 and standard deviation . For each of the models constructed above, 
310
Among the three conditions above, condition (i) is the most important, and conditions (ii) and 311 (iii) suppress biases due to small sample sizes and contraction of explanatory variables, 312 respectively. In condition (i), the threshold is chosen because any model with C ΔAIC = 2.0 313 is rejected by the parametric likelihood ratio test for significance level 0.05, when ΔAIC > 2.0 314 that model is nested in the contracted best model. Although this relationship does not hold for 316 explanatory variables with significant effects (see S2 Appendix 3 and S2 Appendix 4 for details).
318 Interaction among statistically contributive explanatory variables
319 When a focal animal category had more than one statistically contributive explanatory variable 320 in the above analysis (for main effects), we further analyzed interactions among them. First, for 321 each possible combination of the contributive variables, we calculated the product of the two 322 variables' intensities at each pond and added it to the set of contracted environmental variables 323 and to the set of uncontracted environmental variables. Second, we conducted the analysis 324 described in the sections "Model selection" and "Statistical inference." Note that the set of 325 models examined in this analysis for interactions includes the set of models in the analysis for 326 main effects. Thus, AICs of the contracted best models in this analysis for interactions are 327 always no higher than those of the corresponding contracted best models in the analysis for main 328 effects. Therefore, the contracted best models with interactions are all as good as the 329 corresponding contracted best models without interactions. 380 Each of these negative effects was statistically significant in at least one animal category (see S9
381 Table for the calculated p-values, and S2 Appendix 5 for the best models). For convenience and 382 brevity, we refer to the explanatory variables with statistically contributive negative effects and 383 those with statistically significant negative effects as "stressors" and "significant stressors," 384 respectively.
385
Although probenazole and BPMC were neither significant nor contributive stressors on the 386 all-sampled category (Fig 2a) , probenazole was a unique and significant stressor on the fish 387 subcategory (Fig 2b) , and BPMC was one of three significant stressors (BPMC, F-plant 388 noncoverage, and bluegill) on the large insect subcategory (Fig 2d) . As for the other 389 subcategories (reptiles, mollusks, crustaceans, small insects, and annelids), only small insects 390 had a stressor, concrete bank, which was also significant (Fig 2c) . 
